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Lochwood Gorge, New Jersey
©Dwight Hiscano Photography
See all of Dwight’s amazing nature photographs @

www.dwighthiscano.com
Organic Gardens Today is a publication dedicated to gardeners.
Articles are property of their perspective authors. Please contact
them directly for reprint permission.

Welcome to the Fall edition of

!

Fall can be depressing to a gardener – the growing season is coming to a close
for us in the northern hemisphere, the cold weather is just around the corner,
and the only color we will be seeing for a while will be the pictures in the many
catalogues we will be receiving in the mail. Instead of feeling down, think of fall
as a celebration of the gardening year by acknowledging all of the great things
you have accomplished in your garden this year. As we know from experience,
not everything we planted may have succeeded, but we became wiser by doing so. Gardening, like life, is a
learning experience. Life does not always go the way we want it to, but if we are to succeed, then we must
persevere and continue on, trying new avenues until we reach our desired goals. It is the same for gardening. Our dreams for the perfect garden may not have come to fruition due to the weather, animals or pests,
but we continue on, maybe in a different direction and eventually we will achieve gardening success.
My good friend, nature photographer Dwight Hiscano allowed me to use one of his many amazing photos
for the front cover. Instead of using a photo of a mum or a landscape filled with pumpkins, I decided to use
this photo taken at Lochwood Gorge, New Jersey. Not only is beauty found in our gardens, but also in the
natural areas no matter where you live. When you are feeling overwhelmed, take a walk this fall in a wooded area. Feel the leaves “crunch” under your feet, smell the fresh cool air, see how Mother Nature designed
and perfectly planted the area and enjoy the natural world during the upcoming months. Even though our
gardens are being put to bed for the winter, our learning continues throughout the year.
magazine is a resource for you to be the best gardener you can be. If you want to see an article on a
particular subject, let me know by sending an e-mail to editor@organicgardenstoday.com and I will do my
best to make sure it will be in a future issue. Are you a gardening ‘expert’ that would like to write for us and
help share the organic principles the magazine conveys? Whether you have a gardening degree from a college or “dirt” educated, send me an e-mail with the subject and article you want to cover. I will review and
see if we can use it in the next issue. Please remember that the magazine will be online on or about the first
day of the new season, so please address your article for the upcoming season and make sure it is sent at
least one month before the publication date for formatting.
If you like what we have accomplished with
please share us with your family,
friends, coworkers and fellow gardeners. We rely on word of mouth advertising to spread the word about
the magazine, and I thank you in advance for supporting us. You can “like us” on Facebook and all of the
social media web sites with one click on our homepage. The more you spread the word, the more writers
will want to be part of this new creation, meaning even more information for you, our reader.
Good Luck, have a great fall, and more importantly, take a few minutes to enjoy what you have created. A
garden is an ever-changing palette from one season to the next, one day to the next, so ENJOY!

, Editor

David is a seasoned gardener and lecturer, helping both the novice and experienced gardener. His fun and informative lectures are widely requested throughout the Northeast.
Over the past 12 years, David has successfully managed three public gardens as Executive
Director, but his true love is communicating proper gardening practices and creating gardens of beauty. Previously David was the landscape supervisor at the James A. McFaul
Environmental Center where he was responsible for the management and operation of a ½-acre nursery,
chief grant writer for horticultural projects, and educator of programs for public and private groups. David
also developed and produced the park’s first horticultural newsletter, The Horticultural Harbinger, and designed new gardens and created the largest public collection of ornamental grasses in New Jersey. David
was also general manager of Ramapo Landscape Supply, a wholesale/retail/distributor of horticultural supplies, increasing sales 42% in his three year tenure. Previously David owned his own successful landscape
design, maintenance and build firm for over 10 years. It was in this experience that he decided to communicate to people the joys of gardening and how they could accomplish the same results on their own, assisting the growing DIY segment of homeowners in New Jersey. He received his B.S. Degree in 1984 in
Ornamental Horticulture at Delaware Valley College. He was an advisory board member ans adjunct professor for the Horticulture department at Bergen Community College in New Jersey. David is widely known
from his radio show “The Gardening Guru” on WGHT 1500 AM, and can also be heard monthly on Martha Stewart's Sirius Radio program "Morning Living with Betsy Karetnick". He is a horticultural consultant
on his Internet Web page, www.thegardeningguru.com. Contact David through his web site for current
lecture schedule and to make arrangements for your own presentation.

Sue Reed is a registered landscape architect who has helped hundreds of homeowners create comfortable and beautiful landscapes that are environmentally sound, ecologically rich
and energy efficient. She has worked in western Massachusetts for nearly 25 years, including twelve years as an instructor at the Conway School of Landscape Design. Sue’s new
book, Energy-Wise Landscape Design, was published in April 2010 by New Society Publishers. Visit www.energywiselandscape.com to learn more.

Judy Nauseef, APLD has designed gardens for over 20 years and has gardened for many
more. She specializes in residential landscapes and has a strong interest in native plants.
She served on the board of directors of the Association of Professional Landscape Designers for eight years. www.judynauseeflandscapedesign.com

Laura Taylor is passionate about organic vegetable growing at her home in the in the
San Fernando Valley. She sowed her first vegetable patch over 17 years ago with a variety of summer vegetables. With each spring Laura found herself creating additional
garden spaces to accommodate her growing obsession with home grown vegetables and
tomatoes.
Laura now grows a riot of season vegetables along with over 90 varieties of tomatoes.
She brings her passion for growing, cooking, teaching and bringing people together
through her company, Laura Taylor at Home. She has become a hub for education, inspiration and encouragement for inspired living and enjoying home growing, culinary arts and entertaining. Classes are offered
in topics related to growing vegetables, cooking and needlearts. In addition, Laura has created a line of
tomato-themed stationery as well as authored and self-published Tomato Calendar and Growing Guide.
The 2012 Tomato Calendar and Growing Guide will soon be available through Laura’s website,
www.LauraTaylorAtHome.com

Steve Bates is a veteran writer and editor. He is a lifelong gardener who has visited
gardens in the U.S. and abroad. He hopes to become a certified landscape designer
and to work toward designation as a master gardener. While Steve was in college, he
received a scholarship from the Virginia chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, the Society of
Professional Journalists. Steve received a bachelor’s degree from the College of William and Mary and embarked in a career in newspaper, magazine and web journalism,
starting with small local papers and including a 14-year stint at
,
where he was an editor and a staff writer, covering government, politics, education and transportation.
Steve has met two presidents and has won numerous individual writing awards for news, features and editorials. His articles at
ranged from investigative reporting to features about people. In 1990, he
shared a Washington-Baltimore Newspaper Guild award for public service for coverage of the roots of a
race riot in Virginia Beach, Va. His favorite article was the story of a rural U.S. family and a Bolivian family
who bonded while a Philadelphia surgeon performed a desperate, life-saving operation simultaneously on
one child from each family by dividing an adult donor’s liver in half and transplanting a piece into each
child. In addition to these awards, Steve received many handwritten notes from thenPublisher Donald
Graham praising the quality and impact of Steve’s work.
Steve has appeared on local television programs, such as the
in Washington, where he
discussed his interviews with survivors of a headline-making plane crash in the Potomac River. He has been
a panelist on locally televised political debates and has made presentations to professional associations, hosting two awards ceremonies for the Virginia Press Association.
Steve currently works as a web news editor. His site, www.shrm.org/hrnews, was honored in 2009 as the
best news site of any U.S. not-for-profit organization. The same year, he and his team won a prestigious
Jesse H. Neal award for producing the best department in a business publication (
) in the
country.
Steve has served on his homeowner association’s Open Space Committee and is an avid baseball fan. He
grew up in Arlington, Va., and lives in Ashburn, Va., a Washington suburb near Dulles International Airport.

Claudia came to gardening as a career late in life although she has always had a passion
for plants and design. The year her father passed away in 2002, she was asked to design a
show garden at Hampton Court Flower Show and won her first RHS medal. Since then
she has designed 5 further show gardens winning Gold and Tudor Rose for Best in Show.
Claudia has designed and built many private gardens all over England, many with water features from ponds
and lakes to streams. Her style is more Romantic and loves sourcing craftsman made products. Claudia
loves to travel and find small specialist nurseries.

Maureen is creator of The Farmer’s Garden web site. This web site is a surplus garden produce exchange
where you can buy, sell, trade, or give away your excess backyard produce.
http://www.thefarmersgarden.com She is also on the Board of Urban Oaks Organic Farm in New Britain
Connecticut.

A career horticulturist in the broadest sense and with many years wide-ranging experience, Colin brings a
unique depth of knowledge and creativity to the Academy. The son of a Cornish grower, he was brought up
to understand the business of horticulture intimately and was trained alongside his parents and other growers and at three leading colleges.Colin has since managed a number of horticultural businesses, often with a
large technical element to them and has enjoyed the challenges presented by working within different sectors of the industry. He has been employed by companies large and small, in this country and abroad. Colin
lives and breathes gardening, spending time when not working taking photographs, lecturing and writing on
the subject. He enjoys regular visits to gardens, nurseries and gardening shows in this country and abroad.
Visit his web site at www.gardendesignacademy.com

Do you have a gardening tip that can save time
and money?

Way that you can recycle and reuse items from around your house in your
garden?

Have an organic way of deterring animals and pests from your garden without the use of dangerous chemicals?

We want these tips, organic in nature, that you can share with your fellow gardeners. Whether it is something that has been handed down from generation to generation, or a tip that you found the other day, let
us know!
Send an e-mail to:

HGGT@ORGANICGARDENSTODAY.COM
We look forward to hearing from you!

Fall Colors
The end of the summer doesn't have to mean the end of
your colorful garden. There are plenty of options for your
garden with fall-blooming flowers to create a landscape
just as colorful and bright as the falling leaves around you.
Naturally the mum is the first thing that comes to mind
or chrysanthewhen one thinks "fall flowers." The
mum, is perhaps the quintessential plant of the autumn
season and is available in an array of colors and varieties
that will immediately brighten up any garden. You can
choose from a variety of flowers ranging across the spectrum from mums with long, narrow petals, to wider and
more compact flowers, in many shades of yellow, pink,
red, orange, purple, bronze and white.
is considered
There are plenty of options in plants besides the mum to bring color to your garden. The
the other classic autumn flower. Asters work well as a border in a garden because of the magnitude of color
they offer when purchased in large quantities and planted in dramatic arcs. They come in such colors as
white, lavender, blue, bright pink, purple with a yellow eye, and medium blue. Like the mum, the aster is a
perennial that will come back and flower in the fall if cared for correctly. Together, mums and asters can
form the backbone of an enduring, brilliant autumn garden to look forward to every year.
The tough little
is another great choice for a fall garden and will be left blooming after all the other
flowers in your garden have died off. It will also be amongst the first to bloom again come spring. A lot of
pansy varieties are biennial, and they will flower all fall into some of the winter and then bloom early the
next spring. Pansies have been bred in a rainbow of colors, ranging from gold and orange though to purple,
violet, and a blue so deep as to be almost black. They are quite a hardy plant, growing well in sunny or partially sunny positions.
Though these are the three most common flowers for the fall, there are still a variety of other kinds of flowers and plants available to light up the garden. For flowers in a variety of colors to add to your garden consider softly-hued Japanese Anemones (think whites, pinks, and reds), petite yellow-petaled Coreopsis (also
available in deep burgundy and white), and Ceratostigma, a variety of Plumbago with lovely clusters of small
flowers and shiny dark green leaves that turn red later on in the fall. For less traditional-looking blooms,
there is Cimicifuga, with its tall slender dark stems and tiny creamy white flowers, Perovskia, more commonly known as Russian Sage, an herb but with stand-out deeply colored purplish to bluish flowers, and
Sedum which offers unique, small star-shaped flower clusters in neutral white, yellow, pink, and burgundy
tones. Sedum also works well as a ground cover.
Possibilities for an autumn garden do not merely include flowers. Think about incorporating tall, wispy
whose neutral colors serve as a nice contrast to the vivid colors of the flowers. Decorative
peppers also bring a nice variety to a garden, and come in bright shades of yellow, red, and orange. Other
vegetables that give your fall garden a unique look are ornamental cabbages and kales.

Preparing a garden of fall perennials is worth the work and investment as it
will last you year after year. As the weather cools off it's an ideal chance to get
outside and work in your garden, and it's also an important time to prepare
your plants for the winter and begin thinking ahead about your spring garden.

Luther Burbank: "Flowers always make people better, happier, and more helpful: they are

Apple picking time at Penning’s Farm, Warwick, New York. Not only are the apples good,
but the views are equally as impressive!

You calling me a purist?
One of my least favorite sentences starts out: “Oh, you’re just one of
those native plant purists who …” and ends with phrases like: “…
wants to ship all non-natives back to where they came from.… is trying to recreate some sort of mythical pristine Eden.… believes that
anyone who wants some pretty flowers in their yard is evil.…
hates/fears all aliens and immigrants.” Etc. etc. etc.
Most of us have heard countless variations on this theme. Even
though no native plant enthusiast actually holds any of these extreme
positions, people who oppose the use of native plants have found a
handy label to use when they want to disarm and dismiss those of us
who believe in the benefits of native plants.
, a powerful, pejorative word that neatly implies
They call us
we’re all a bunch of radical fringe whack-jobs who don’t understand
real life and aren’t real gardeners. We are called green freaks, shrieking dogmatists, arrogant dreamers, self-righteous zealots and pious
members of the church of green. (Amazingly, all of these labels – in
various combinations – were actually found during a half-hour search of the blogosphere.)
Worse than this though, is my absolute least favorite sentence. This is the one that begins: “I’m no native
plant purist, but I just…..” and then rushes to a comforting sort of conclusion. However the sentence ends,
its meaning is always the same. The speaker is trying to sooth and reassure, to establish credibility as a sensible person, and to distance him- or herself from outrageous beliefs that actually exist only in the minds of
native plant detractors.
It’s unclear to me how these detractors have so successfully defined the terms of the conversation, putting
native plant advocates on the defensive even before we start to talk. Yet there’s no escaping the fact that
lately this expression has been showing up everywhere. Perhaps you’ve even uttered it yourself. I know
have. Not too long ago, at a conference where I was speaking, I heard myself saying those minimizing
words: “Now, believe me, I’m not a native plant purist, but….” as I so smoothly implied to my audience that
they can trust me and no, I’m not one of those kooks who think every plant in the landscape should be a
native plant. I’ve regretted that moment ever since.
Here’s why: I actually
believe that, in an ideal world, every
plant in our domesticated landscapes would be a native plant.
(And, just to clarify, by native plant I mean a species that
exists because it has co-evolved with other organisms as a
contributing member in a regional ecosystem.) My dream
landscape is one that contains some amount of food plants
for us humans, vast amounts of native plants thriving in
robust ecosystems all around the house - or even on it - and
no others. So. There. I’ve said it. That’s my ideal, and I’m
sticking to it.

Are you now asking, “But how could this ever work? What about my daffodils? My lilacs, my dahlias, my
irises and sedums?” Well, achieving this ideal would certainly involve a shift in our definitions and expectations. For starters, we might stop thinking that plants belong to , that their purpose in life is to entertain
and charm us. Instead, we could garden in full recognition of the profound truth that plants have a much
more important purpose: as the base of infinitely complex food webs that we can never fully understand,
they support life on the planet.
Further, plants grow in ecosystems with other plants and
organisms, in intricate relationships of support and competition, most
of which we don’t comprehend even when they’re right in front of us.
How can we know which plants are
doing what for whom, and why, and what will happen if they’re not
there? Non-native plants are rarely, if ever, true ecological equivalents of native plants. The same holds true for hybrids, cultivars and
“nativars” (a new term surely coined by a marketing department).
In practice, living this ideal would involve taking ourselves out of the
center of the picture. Not out of the picture
entirely, no, just out of the center. Difficult, but do-able. We can still
have gardens full of beauty and sensual pleasure. However, in place
of an attitude that says, "I'll try to use some natives, if possible...", we
could approach every garden decision with the question, “Is there
some very compelling reason not to use a native plant here?”
In every part of every garden and landscape, we could seek to plant a native first, and choose a non-native
only when there’s no native that could possibly work in its place. We could aim to make natives always the
best choice, and non-natives a very distant second option.
I admit that this is a dream, a paradigm, a starting point, a place to begin my negotiation with reality. As a
landscape designer, do I achieve this ideal in every project? Ha. Have I achieved it in any project? Sadly, I
have to admit, no, not even at my own home. Will I ever achieve it fully? Unlikely, given the depth of our
attachment to conventions of garden beauty, and the disturbing existence of so many fiercely invasive plants
(the majority of which, by the way, started out as "harmless" ornamentals).
the ideal must be adjusted in response to client demands, spousal objections, neighborhood fears,
Of
cherished traditions, human nature, local politics, and the limits of the natural world. Of course our real-life
actions will have to include compromise. But should my starting position be concession? I think not.
So, in full recognition of the reproach that may now rain down upon me, and despite the efforts of native
plant opposers to define this as a slur, I’m proud to say that in my deepest beliefs and hopes, I
a native
plant purist. No apologies, no shame and no buts about it.

Soil Testing

Even if you think your garden is doing great, getting a soil test is very important. There’s always room for
improvement and it’s unlikely that you really have the very best conditions necessary for your plants to
grow. Soil tests are easy, inexpensive, and the results will be beneficial in making decisions about soil fertilization.
Autumn is a great time to get your soil tested. Some amendments such as limestone and sulfur need time to
react with your soil. By adding them in the fall, they’ll be available for your plants in the spring. Test results
usually include levels of pH and macronutrients – nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K), calcium
(Ca), magnesium (Mg), and sulfur (S). You can also have your soil tested for micronutrients - boron (B),
copper (Cu), iron (Fe), chloride (Cl), manganese (Mn), molybdenum (Mo) and zinc (Zn). Plants need all
of these nutrients to remain healthy and grow to their full potential.
Plants need a balanced diet for optimum health. Applying excessive amounts of nutrients can be as unhealthy for your plants as inadequate nutrient levels. More is not necessary better when it comes to soil nutrients. For example, adding too much of lime can raise the Ph level in your soil to the point where iron,
manganese, boron, copper and zinc become less available to your plants. Excessive fertilization can also
weaken your plants and make them more susceptible to disease.
If you’re going to add amendments to
your soil, it’s definitely worth getting your
soil tested. You’ll not only save money by
purchasing only what’s necessary, but
you’ll also limit excessive runoff pollution
from your garden and help the environment.

Use a clean stainless steel or chrome-plated garden trowel or bulb planter. Do not
use tools with brass, bronze or galvanized
blades. They contain copper and/or zinc
and may contaminate your soil sample.
Take five or six small samples about four
to six inches deep (only two to four inches
for lawn areas and six to ten inches for
trees and shrubs) from a single area (vegetable garden, lawn, perennial garden, etc.)
and place them in a clean container.
Soil moisture will not affect your test re-

Soil moisture will not affect your test results, but slightly damp to dry soil is best. Wet soil is more difficult
to mix and may cost more to ship due to its heavier weight.
Mix the samples together and remove any large pieces of leaves, rocks, roots or other debris. Fill your soil
sample container to the volume requested by your testing lab. Most labs require a cup or two of soil. Label
your soil sample(s). Complete the required form, and include it with your soil sample(s) in your shipping
box.
Soil samples can be sent to your local State Extension Service office or an independent lab. Independent
labs are often more expensive. Some garden centers also sell do-it-yourself kits.
Most labs will provide you with your test results in a couple of weeks after they receive your sample in the
mail. When you get your test results back, you can determine what your soil needs and apply organic nutrients in the fall. Many extension services will also help you interpret your test results for free.

*
*
*
*

*
*
*

Soil pH is a measure of the acidity or alkalinity of your soil.
Nutrients are more accessible to plants if the pH is between 6.0 and 6.5.
In general, it’s harder for plants to access macronutrients in soil with a low PH and micronutrients in
soil with a high pH level.
Microbial activity is also greater within the optimum pH range. Microbial activity is importance since it
converts nitrogen and sulfur into forms that plants can use to grow.

After hydrogen, oxygen and carbon, more nitrogen is required than any other element.
Nitrogen is part of chlorophyll and is necessary for photosynthesis to occur.
This element is responsible for the green color of plants, helps plants grow and is necessary for seed and
fruit production.
* Legumes (beans, peas, peanuts, soybeans, and other plants with seeds in pods) get their nitrogen from
the air. Other types of plants get nitrogen from the soil.

*
*
*

Phosphorus plays an important role in seed germination, root growth, plant maturation and branch
formation.
This element is needed for plants to power chemical reactions that create oils, sugars and starches.
It helps plants to transform solar energy into chemical energy and helps plants to withstand stress.

*
*
*
*

Potassium helps plants build protein and thicken their cell walls.
It is also required for photosynthesis and carbohydrate production.
Potassium is required in amounts second to nitrogen.
It also effects fruit quality and helps plants fight disease.

*
*
*

Calcium helps build cell wall structure, which provides plant strength.
The level of calcium in the soil affects the plants uptake of potassium and magnesium.
Calcium is required third to nitrogen and potassium.

*
*

Magnesium is also part of chlorophyll and required for photosynthesis to occur.
It helps activate enzymes essential for growth.

*
*
*

Sulfur is necessary for plants to develop protein and helps plants resistance to cold.
It is needed for plants to develop enzymes, proteins and vitamins.
It aids root growth and the production of seeds.

*
*
*

Boron helps plants produce sugars and carbohydrates.
It is required for seed and fruit development.
Boron also is involved in plants use of calcium.

*
*

Copper helps root metabolism and is important for reproductive growth and utilization of proteins.
High levels of copper are found in actively growing young plants.

*
*

Chloride is needed for plant metabolism.
It is also required for turf development.

*

Iron is required for plants to produce chlorophyll, even though chlorophyll does not contain iron.

*
*
*

Manganese works with plants enzymatic systems to breakdown carbohydrates and metabolizes nitrogen.
It is required for plants to create chlorophyll.
This element also helps plants resist diseases.

*

Molybdenum helps plants use nitrogen.

*
*
*

Zinc is required for plants to transform carbohydrates.
It is necessary for plants to produce some enzymes and hormones.
High levels of zinc are found in actively growing young plants.

Summer in New York

To be honest I wasn’t really looking forward to visiting New York this Summer. Having worked hard all
year in England and not having had a break, the idea of going to a hot sticky city was not my idea of a relaxing holiday! Since my trip in the intense summer heat, the city has been hit not only by an earthquake but
also a severe hurricane- an illustration of mother nature at her worst.
My dread of being in a city was however short lived when I discovered The High Line. In fact I enjoyed it so
much, I spent many hours and several days walking the length of this ‘sky park’ , going at different times of
day and night.
Built on an elevated 1930s freight rail structure which stopped running trains in 1980, The High Line is a
real inspiration for any city and has regenerated a whole area of New York bringing flora and fauna to everyone, whether an inhabitant or visitor like me. The layout and planting compliments the tracks which are
still visible and cleverly incorporated into the design. Benches and loungers to relax on are again so well
though through, they invite people to relax and absorb the prairie style planting and give a sense of calm
amongst all the hustle and bustle.

I was so impressed by the activities that are all free
and take place high up above the busy streets below. A drop off morning for toddlers allowed parents to sit at bistro tables and relax or have a
coffee while their children were able to play safely
with blocks, paint pictures or even learn to cook.
Some people were spending their lunch hours
sprawled out on a large area of lawn or at small
tables with a picnic. There are activities most
weeks for all ages and even live performances by
actors.
At night , the park takes on a whole new atmosphere and couple walk hand in hand amongst the
lit areas of the beds and water gently flows under
some of the benches. There were crickets making
their lovely little noises and even bird nesting boxes in one area. One night I even saw Saturn
through a telescope thanks to the amateur astronomers who set up on The High Line one night a
week and let passersby share their passion.
The planting design is inspired by the self-seeded
landscape that would have originally occurred
when the tracks were operational. There are
around 210 species of perennials, grasses, shrubs

around 210 species of perennials, grasses, shrubs and trees which have been chosen for their seasonal variation and their hardiness, colour and texture. Each zones is different , from The Washington grasslands
where grasses are planted amongst witch hazel, sassafras and chokeberry. Vines cascade on a green balcony
in the Gansevoort woodland whilst wetland species and wildflowers create a striking silhouette against the
skyline Hudson River on the Diller- Von Furstenberg Sundeck. Indeed, a great deal of the High Line has
been sponsored by kind donation from various Foundations.
Since my visit, I came back to London looking for somewhere to recreate the same space and thought that it
would be great to do the same on a disused bridge spanning the Thames. I just need the sponsorship!

www.claudiadeyong.com

When purchasing plants, don’t always think about just flowers. Berries can be just as attractive in the fall,
as with this cranberry viburnum.

WINDS OF WRATH
By Steve Bates
What else can go wrong?
First, an earthquake shatters the normalcy of a late-summer afternoon. It registers 5.8 on the Richter
scale—small potatoes, by California standards, perhaps, but the biggest in my part of Virginia since the late
1800s.
Then, just as everyone in the area is starting to recover from the stunning vision of walls swaying and a few
buildings cracking, including the Washington Monument, a hurricane roars into town.
What’s a gardener to do?
The answer: Try a few common sense measures, and pray.
This wasn’t my first hurricane, or my worst. It was my first earthquake. An earthquake is easier to deal with,
because you rarely have a warning and there is almost nothing you can do about it. The big storm is another
matter.
It looked like the path of the ‘caine was veering east of my garden, which is situated on a friend’s horse farm
in Ashburn, Virginia, near Dulles International Airport. But with inches and inches of rain in the forecast,
and winds forecast to surge above the speed limit, the storm was a clear and present danger.
From the start, it was clear that some plants would be on their own to sink or swim as they could best manage. Asparagus rows don’t like standing water, which is a threat in the heavy clay soils of my area. But my
plot drains fairly well. And the soil was so dry from months of drought, the risk seemed small and the solution seemed elusive.
Perennial flowers, such as coneflowers, are
pretty tough. And nothing can kill my raspberry canes. I’m planning to cut them off at the
ground level this winter anyway to reduce the
chances that the blight that beset them this
summer will be carried into next year.
Beans and squash stay low to the ground and
can handle almost any storm’s jostling. And all
my annuals, except for one heirloom tomato
vine I allow to wander freely over a wide area
in a corner of my plot, are in raised beds. That
helps immensely with drainage, if not wind.
My pepper plants are relatively low to the
ground and well staked. Adding a little more
support was easy.
But my tomatoes, zinnias and dahlias were in danger. All had attained the six-foot-tall range of altitude and
had begun listing and leaning like a drunken cowboy without the added pressure of high winds and soon-tobe liquefied soil. All needed attention.
For some crazy reason, as I contemplated solutions, I started to think about the Titanic. Not that I expected
a comparable loss of life. I was thinking of the life boats and how, if the idea had come to mind and been
discussed by key people before the ship sank, the life boats could have been lashed together—or perhaps the
boat itself could have been lashed to an iceberg—to provide more space and time for additional survivors.
That didn’t happen, alas. But I wasn’t willing to let my garden sink without a fight.

So I took the strongest twine I could find—actually, the only twine I could find, but it’s good stuff—and
lashed my dahlias together at about the four-foot level. I did the same with my tomatoes, though several of
them were already leaning in toward the center of their raised bed. This way, I reasoned, it would be more
difficult for any one plant to be flattened. Maybe it would make it more likely that all would be flattened. But
I thought the odds were good. Safety in numbers.
I’m not sure why, but I decided to leave the zinnias to fend for themselves. They like to spread out, filling in
the spaces between their raised bed and their neighbors’ beds, and they love the extra sun they can absorb
there, sending out many additional flowers for cutting. They are more likely to fall over than are dahlias.
They just seem to thrive with neglect. So I decided to trust in their ability to come through the storm in
close to one piece.
My strategy worked, I am happy to say. The tomatoes were near the end of their productivity
anyway, but we all covet those last few fruits
when others’ gardens are done for the year. So I
was happy to see them survive. The dahlias did
extremely well, which makes a big difference,
because they seem to get bigger and better as
the year goes on—right up to that first black
frost. And the zinnias and peppers came through
fine.
Still, I’m worried. Bad things tend to happen in
threes. What else can go wrong?
As we all know, anything and everything can go
wrong, and probably will. But that’s the reality we face every day as gardeners. It’s never perfect. Insects,
marauding animals, hail, two-legged poachers, disease, drought, war, you name it: Anything bad can happen, at any time. So what do we do?
We endure. That’s our lot as gardeners. Sometimes we “win.” Sometimes we don’t. It’s always a good year
for something and a bad year for something. The real trick is to recognize that we can’t control our gardens,
our “success.” Even better is to come to the realization that we are really small actors in a big play, that we
work around the fringes. Something else determines our gardens’ fate.
So when the storms threaten, we do what we can, and pray. More often than not, things come out just fine.
NEXT: A RECIPE
All good blogs feature a recipe, I have learned. Here’s the best I can come up with:

FINALLY: A PLUG
Many of the contributors to, and perhaps some of the readers of, this magazine likely are members of the
Garden Writers Association. But if any of you are not, do consider joining. The dues are reasonable, and the

benefits are many. I attended their 2011 annual symposium in Indianapolis and was pleased to see so many
friendly as well as talented people there sharing ideas and experiences. The group’s web site is
www.gardenwriters.org.

The turkey is a large bird in the genus
. One species,
, is
commonly known as the Wild Turkey, and is native to the forests of North America. Over
the past several years, wild turkeys have become prolific in suburbia, as can be seen in the
photo above. Please keep one thing in mind: wild turkeys are
, and should not be
considered tame in any way. Their beaks can peck through denim, and their claws are just
as dangerous, so please don’t treat them as a pet!

Late Summer Beauty in the Garden
Telltale signs of fall have shown up in my garden. The calendar still reads summer, but cooler temperatures
are promised. As I walked through my landscape this week I noted and photographed welcome changes
that my four season climate provides.
The first leaf color change appeared in the Henry’s Garnet Sweetspire. Dots of red cover some leaves. Late
blooming hostas fill the air with scent. Beautiful, delicate Anemone blooms in the shade. Big blue stem and
Indian grass seed heads ornament the prairie. Asters in
the prairie begin to bloom blue. Vivid yellow sunflowers
and goldenrod attract bees and other insects. Pink tinges the enormous blooms of a hardy Hydrangea. The
David Austin Emma Hamilton roses continue their
summer long tangerine pink performance. The prairie
drop seed spills over the mulch creating soft cushions of
light green. Autumn Joy sedum is turning pink.
New additions to the gardens now begin
to take hold. Forecast rain will relieve me
of the constant watering of new plants. A
red Knock Out rose blooms beautifully.
The Pinky Winky Hydrangea blossoms
are turning from white to pink. The blue
sedge added as a ground cover thrives
with lush growth. A new sedum sends its
stems straight up toward the sky. The
lamb’s ears have escaped from planned
locations and now dot the gardens with
their fuzzy grey green leaves. I am delighted.
Both hardy and perennial hibiscus astound. The plate size red flowers look
like crepe paper and react as though paper to wind and rain. The hardy Helene
hibiscus or Rose of Sharon blooms for weeks in late summer/early fall. The shrubs are covered with
blooms.
So, this is not the time to tire of gardens, but to rejuvenate excitement.

The Unexpected Joy of a Fall Vegetable Garden
By Laura Taylor
I am and always have been a sun worshipper. For me, life becomes dull and dreary when the sky is grey or
days are short. So, it’s really no surprise that spring and summer are my favorite seasons and times in the
garden.
With Labor Day comes the unofficial declaration that summer is over. While I do my best not to give in to
that notion, the fact is, days are getting shorter and nights are getting cooler. I mourn the end of tomato
season long before it actually arrives. For many years, I would completely abandon my garden beds in the
fall and winter. I didn’t enjoy wading in the
mud just to get to the garden beds and it certainly wasn’t worth the bad hair days to harvest
a handful of lettuce.
A few years ago, during one of my phases of
gardening doom and gloom, a light bulb went
on in my head. Finally. Maybe my mood will
improve if I actually do something in the garden
in winter. I realized that I had ten raised beds
that were being wasted for a good part of the
year and that those beds could be producing
something wonderful, even if that something
wasn’t tomatoes. That was all it took.
And so it began…I started reading articles and
asking questions about what grows well in the
cooler months and what would be best to put in
the garden to help rebuild the soil for spring.
In fall, even if I’m not using all of my growing space to grow food, I
plant cover crops. A cover crop is intended to improve the soil by
taking in nitrogen from the air and fixing the soil, making is looser
and richer in nutrients. It just so happens that fava beans are a terrific cover crop with a very high rate of nitrogen fixing. The plants
get quite large and produce enormous pods.
There are a lot of leafy greens that require cooler climates to grow.
Lettuces, spinach, and arugula all need to grow to maturity during
the cooler weather so they don’t become bitter or bolt to seed. Broccoli, cabbage and cauliflower are all quite easy to grow although you
definitely don’t get instant gratification with these cole crops. Swiss
chard and beets grow quickly and both are very showy in the garden. I love to plant Bright Lights Swiss Chard between my roses. It
adds dazzling color near the naked base of the thorny bushes.

You can walk into just about any garden center and find a great selection of vegetables to plant in fall. While
you’re there be sure to pick up some Sweet Pea starts or seeds so you’ll have lovely and fragrant blooms in
spring.

Nasturtiums are another perfect addition as they are not only bright and cheery, they also add nice spice to
salads and other dishes.
I can’t say that I’ve jumped into fall gardening whole heartedly, but each year I find myself enjoying the garden in the cooler months a little bit more. With each cool season I find I get better results. This year’s broccoli was so sweet and flavorful – we ate it almost every day. I guarantee, once you eat home grown broccoli
you’ll never buy it in the supermarket again! And the fresh peas from the garden…what could possibly be
more charming than sitting down to shell peas together with the kids?

In just a few weeks I’ll begin planting my fall and winter veggies. I’ve decided to dedicate one bed just to
asparagus. And, I’ve dug out part of the hill to accommodate several more artichoke plants.
I’ll get the garlic, onions and lettuce started in the tomato beds. The tomatoes aren’t ready to be pulled so
they’ll do double duty providing colorful heirloom treats while providing protection from the hot sun for the

emerging plants. Enjoying the fall garden was the last thing I expected. But then, so was being a farmer.
Sometimes the best things in life are those we never plan for.
One of my favorite spring recipes is a bright cabbage salad. Actually, I use it all year long. Sometimes I use
all red cabbage and at other times I’ll use a blend of green and red, depending on what’s ready to be harvested. No matter which you use, this salad is simple to prepare and absolutely delicious. You’ll make this
recipe over and over, serving it for informal barbecues and then at holiday dinners.

¼ cup sliced almonds
¼ cup sesame seeds
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
8 green onions, finely chopped
1 head red cabbage, chopped
1 head green cabbage, chopped

¼ cup granulated sugar
1 tsp black pepper
1 tsp salt
1 cup vegetable oil
6 tablespoons seasoned rice vinegar

Brown almonds and sesame seeds in 2 tablespoons oil over a low heat. Drain on a paper towel and allow to
cool.
Whisk together dressing ingredients in a small bowl.
Toss cabbage with nuts, sesame seeds and almonds in a large bowl. Whisk dressing again and add to salad
just before serving.
Makes 10 servings

How to Select the Perfect Christmas Tree
By David Daehnke

As the holidays approach, I am always asked “How do I pick the
perfect Christmas tree?” Since I have sold Christmas trees, I am
the best person to ask. Let’s begin with some of the easy stuff to
get past before we get into the different types of trees.
- As every newscaster will tell you the Friday after
1).
Thanksgiving, check the tree for freshness. Run your hands lightly
gripping the branch from the inside of the tree to the outside. You
will have needles dropping, but there should not be a handful. You
have to keep in mind that most Christmas trees, unless purchased
at a cut-your-own farm, will have been cut in the beginning to
middle of November. They are then kept in cold storage until delivery time to the garden center or corner lot. So when someone
tells you that they were cut a week ago, don’t believe them unless
it is the Friday after Thanksgiving. Also “bounce” the tree on the
ground and see how many needles fall. There will be some, because even evergreens lose their older needles, which are located
towards the inside of the tree. A good example of this is the members of the pine family, such as white and Scotch pine. A tree lot will spend a good deal of time bouncing
these trees to remove the dead needles from the inside of the tree to help sell it quicker. No one likes a tree
that is full of dead needles! Once you have determined that the tree is fresh, you can move onto the next
step.
- Now you may be asking why we started with freshness instead of the type of tree. It is
2).
more important to get a fresh tree than a particular tree. Also, some trees do have the tendency to dry out
quicker than others. Below is a listing of trees that are grown for Christmas trees, including pines, spruces
and firs, including their best qualities and their drawbacks.
- Pines are the Christmas tree grower’s best plant; they grow rapidly, are ready for sale in a short
period of time, and can grow in a wide range of climates and soil types. On the other hand, they do need
heavy annual shearing for them to attain that “Christmas Tree” look. With all of this shearing, the stem can
be quite thick compared to the size of the tree, so check your tree stand for diameter size before purchasing.
1). Austrian Pine (Pinus nigra) - These trees make good “living” trees, or trees that come with a root
ball. They can withstand the conditions inside and will do quite nicely outside in your landscape. Unlike
most pines, the Austrian pine keeps its lower branches even after reaching a large size.
2). Jack Pine (Pinus banksiana) - This pine has very short needles (1”), but tends to have a yellow
tinge to the needles for the winter, so the tree only enjoys a limited popularity.
3). Scotch Pine (Pinus sylvestris) - These trees were originally imported from Europe for fast reforestation of cut-over areas. It proved to be a disappointment because it tended to be short-lived and it grew
crooked. Resourceful growers began shearing it as a Christmas tree, especially since it can grow in milder
climates where spruces and firs will not. There is a wide variety of Scotch pines (French, Spanish and
Greek) and they vary greatly. Most Scotch pines tend to yellow for the winter, and to compensate the growers will spray a colorant on these trees to make them look better, with limited success. Scotch pines also suf-

fer from crooked stems, so always look at the bottom of the tree as well as the top on this type. With it being
sheared, this tree is good for a “lights only” display as well as most pines. There are no real spaces for ornaments.
4). White pine (Pinus strobus) - This tree is very important to the lumber industry as well as the
Christmas tree industry. It is mostly grown in the mid-Atlantic states, and buyers admire it for the soft green
color and woodsy fragrance. Again it is a lights only tree.
- Firs are the most popular type of tree grown for Christmas. They have an attractive, deep green
color and conical shape and have needles that are flatter and softer in texture. In general, they are the longest lasting tree in terms of needle retention and have the most fragrance, a citrus-orange scent.
1). Balsam fir (Abies balsamea) - This tree is grown in the colder climate where winters are cold and
summers are cool. To many on the east coast, a balsam fir is the only Christmas tree. It is naturally cone
shaped, needles that are rich green on top and silvery white underneath. Most only need three to four shearings before sale and are relatively quick growing. Of the firs, this is the mid-priced model.
2). Douglas fir (Psuedotsuga Menziessii) - It is not a true fir, but does resemble the fir family, especially with its citrus fragrance. In the Northwest, British Columbia and Rocky Mountains, this is the tree of
choice. Douglas firs have a blue-green color, excellent needle retention, but be wary of split trunks. I have
seen hundreds of Douglas firs that have a split trunk 1 foot from the bottom, which will only complicate the
cutting for the stand.
3). Frasier fir (Abies fraseri) - They still don’t know whether this is a different species from the balsam fir of just a climatic variation. The needles are short and hug the stem and its growth habit is more
dense than balsam. This is my personal favorite as well as the tree I have gotten for the past 15 years.
4) Noble fir (Abies procera) - This attractive tree only grows in the Northwest. This fir is the best
with needle retention, but the problem arises that it is a slow grower, so not only will you pay more for this
tree, but the trunk will be quite large.
- Spruces have stiff square needles, rough bark, strong branches which make it perfect for
heavy ornaments. On the other hand, it is often too prickly for children to decorate and can drop needles
quite quickly. Spruces need to be watered frequently, and if you forget, the tree needs to have a new fresh
cut on the trunk so it will be able to absorb water again. Definitely a heavy drinker, so get a large capacity
tree stand.
1). Blue Spruce (Picea pungens) - Known for its landscape use as well as a Christmas tree, blue
spruce are definitely an eye catching tree. They do not tolerate indoor conditions, so don’t bring it in until it
is almost Christmas.
2). White Spruce (Picea glauca) - A nice tree for its green color, but again a heavy needle dropper
when watering is not kept up.
There are many new varieties being grown today, and it is really up to your own personal choice. After selecting your tree, give the tree a fresh cut
before you are going to bring it inside. Make sure you have a
large enough stand for the tree. Sometimes it is better to have one too big than too small, for the larger one
will hold more water and cut down your watering times. I have also heard to use aspirin, tree fresh and other assorted items to help preserve the tree. The simple, most effective way to keep your tree fresh is to make
sure to never let it run out of water...plain and simple. If it runs out of water, the tree will begin to heal the
cut and water will not be absorbed as it should. Good luck and have a safe and happy holiday season!

A Short History of Natural Gardens
By Colin Elliott

In 1597 Francis Bacon wrote an essay entitled “Of Gardens”. His definition of a garden in this essay makes
it clear that his was an escape from nature, which needed be brought under human control. It begins: “G0d
Almighty first planted a garden. And indeed it is the purest of human pleasures”. Untamed Nature could still
be regarded as a threat to man at that time, but now in the 21stcentury we are all too aware that the reverse
is true.
Natural gardens are by no means a recent phenomenon.
In fact the very first Taoist gardens of the Chinese were
a means of enabling man to live to live undisturbed by
external events and in harmony with nature. Records
from the eighth century explain the philosophy and
techniques of garden making in great detail.
The origins of recent movements toward natural gardens can be traced back to the late nineteenth century.

At this time in the UK garden landscape was dominated by formal design, inspired by those of Italy, by way
of French and Dutch landscaping. In contrast to this, a movement arose which supported natural garden
design, a reaction to the highly structured format of these “foreign” imports. Around the 1850’s some designers were challenging the use of bedding plants and calling for the use of hardier, more permanent
plants. William Robinson’s book ‘The Wild Garden’ was published in 1870 and signalled the beginning of
the modern natural garden movement. Many would consider Robinson to be the grandfather of the natural
garden and his wild garden brought the untidy edges (where garden blended into the larger landscape) into
the garden picture: meadow, water’s edge, woodland edges and openings.
Another pioneer of natural garden design was Jens
Jensen. Born in Denmark in1860, he migrated to
the United States in 1884. In partnership with
Frank Lloyd Wright, the architect, he developed
the ‘Prairie Style’ of gardening which used indigenous plant material. Jensen transplanted the wildflowers into a corner of Union Park, Chicago,
creating what became the first American Garden
in 1888.

Many since Robinson have advocated natural gardens, and some important publications over the years are
as follows:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Gertrude Jekyll: Wood and Garden (1899)
Wilhelm Miller: The Prairie Spirit in Landscape Gardening (Urbana 1915)
Frank. A. Waugh: The Natural Style in Landscape Gardening (Boston 1917)
Jens Jensen: Siftings (Chicago 1939)
Willy Lange: Garden Design for Modern Times (Gartengestaltung der Neuzeit) (Leipzig 1907);
and The Garden and Its Planting (Der Garten und seine Beplflanzung) (Stuttgart 1913)
Piet Oudolf: Planting the Natural Garden (Timber Press 2003)
Violet Stevenson: The Wild Garden (Frances Lincoln 1998)
Samuel B Jones and Leonard E Foote: Gardening with Native Flowers (Timber Press 1997)

Waugh, Robinson and Lange all suggested that exotic plants which fitted with natural plant associations
could be included in the natural garden. Others such as Jensen argued against using any foreign plants in
the American garden. Alwin Seifert, a German landscape architect, also insisted that no foreign plants
should be used even if it meant there were only a few native plants to choose from.

Given that this movement gathered momentum towards the end of the nineteenth century it has been argued that it was a reaction to the rapid change to the natural environment imposed by the industrial revolution. Indeed the movement towards natural gardens took place in the rich, industrial nations of Europe,
the United States and Australia.
Other theories have suggested the implication of nationalism and racism, and yet others have suggested
a backlash against the architecture profession. In addition, the devastation to the natural environment
caused by invasive exotic plants has been significant
in many countries, including the corner of rural
France where I now live.

In the 1970’s there was a revival of late nineteenth
and early twentieth century ideas about natural
gardening, which have continued into the 21st century. We have witnessed the development of ‘Green
Parties’, ‘Eco-Warriors’ and various other environmental groups around the world in recent decades. As awareness of environmental problems has grown,
many have attempted to bring nature back into the different realms of everyday life. This desire to re-unite
with nature is also reflected in the work of some modern garden designers.

Many of the classic texts mentioned above were re-published during this period. Another important publication was (Natur einschalten-Natur ausschalten) ‘To Switch on Nature – To Switch off Nature’ by the
Dutchman L. G. Le Roy (1978), feted by those struggling with German post-war politics.
The term ‘Natural’ is now often considered synonymous with ‘Ecological’, focusing on a new generation of
practitioners and thinkers concerned with moving our society onto a more sustainable path.
Around the world many countries and peoples have supported ‘native plant movements’ where the use of
natives in garden designs has been the ultimate goal; evidence of such movements has been observed to a
lesser extent in Europe but it is rapidly gaining ground.
The argument has always been coloured by a lack of clarity over what actually makes a plant “native” and
what “nature” is. From the outset, William Robinson and his contemporary, the English architect Reginald
Blomfield, (1856-1942), debated at length over this subject and the discussions are sure to continue….

